
Education
Fit-out
Covering all elements of interior fit-out and refurbishment



Trading since 1990, Clive Graham 

Associates (CGA) is a construction 

company that specialises in transforming 

schools and higher education facilities with 

fit-outs that help students to flourish.

Just as your job is to inspire students with 

excellent teaching, our job is to inspire them 

with cutting-edge interiors. Whether you’re 

looking to build an IT classroom with the 

latest tech, or a lecture theatre with excellent 

acoustics, we have a proven track record of 

making your workplace and vision a reality.

We offer expertise on school space planning, 

mechanical and electrical work, design & 

build fit-outs, fire strategy upgrades, furniture 

suites, aesthetics and much more, ensuring 

your new educational space is both practical 

and visually arresting. In addition to 

classrooms, we can fit out reception areas, 

staff rooms, sixth form centres, washroom 

and canteens. 

Welcome to 
Clive Graham 
Associates

Introduction

clivegraham.com



Jubilee
Primary School
Client
Ingleton Wood

Location
Brixton

Value
£250k

Time Frame
6 weeks school  
summer holiday  
shut down

Contract: 
Design & Build

Case Study

Our Solution
With the aid of the tender client design team, 

we created a full design of the new space for 

access to the roof, existing drainage design 

adaptations, through to components for the 

project. We worked closely with our contract 

lift company and undertook a full lifting plan 

for means of citing the plant, and our steel 

contractor for a bespoke access method and 

steel support framework for the new mechanical 

plant being positioned on the roof.

We had to undertake cutting through the 

existing roof finish for service penetration for 

duct and electrical supplies to the roof, and 

then weather the aperture upon completions 

whilst still maintaining the roofs integrity.

Materials and components:
•  New sliding London wall system in multi-

use classroom

•  New Sensory room for students with 
required sensory needs. 

•  New partitions wall layout

•  Introduction of additions and alteration  
to existing public health and drainage 

•  Sensory stimulating controllable lighting

•  New ceilings throughout

•  New IPS cubicle system in male and  
female student WCs

•  New mechanical services

•  Electrical small power and lighting 
adaptation and introduction

•  Floor finishes 

•  New doors with child proofing treatment 

•  New emergency lighting and panic alarms

•  AV and interactive teaching methods

•  Soft furnishes and seating to Sensory Room

•  New blinds

We were appointed by Ingleton Wood 

to undertake a strip and refurbishment 

of a new sensory space room for children 

with severe learning difficulties, new multi-

use classroom with sliding wall separation 

abilities, new ceilings and AV components 

and male and female student and teacher 

WCs refurbishment at Jubilee School in 

Brixton. The works were programmed for 

completion during the school summer 

holiday shut down and CGA were supported 

by the School, Ingleton Wood and our design 

team to make the project a success.

The Challenges
We needed to introduce a new roof mounted 

plant to an existing roof with no direct access 

for material citing or access for the installation 

trades and the maintenance team thereafter. 

The existing roof structure also needed to 

have a new steel support system introduced 

to the existing beams through the existing 

roof finishes and waterproofing to allow for 

the new plant load requirements.
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Newstead Wood
School
Client
Newstead Wood  
Girls School -  
United Learning

Location
Orpington

Value
£450k

Time Frame
6 weeks school  
summer holiday  
shut down with  
a further 5 week 
programme  
variation on scope

Contract: 
Design & Build

Case Study

We were appointed by Ingleton Wood 

to undertake the upgrade of existing 

doors, partitions, and glazed screens within 

Newstead Wood Girls School. All works  

were undertaken in a live environment.  

Works consisted of replacement of upgrade, 

surrounding partition upgrade and decorations 

of 60 number circulation doors and stair core 

glazed screen within the school.

During the contract, the client’s Project 

Manager issued multiple variations to the 

original scope and contract works. We worked 

with the client to produce a scope of work 

that could be included in the six week summer 

break and undertook the remaining works 

out of hours and at weekends so as not to 

effect the opening of the school following the 

summer break. All works completed for the 

re-occupation were focused around the school 

being compliant and to the new design fire 

strategy and with the non-fire strategy critical 

works being undertaken in the following weeks.

Our Solution
Early procurement through engagement with 

our specialist supply chain to ensure that all 

doors were site measured out of hours leading 

up the start on site. Our supply chain held  

a factory slot for procurement to allow for 

component delivery in a just-in-time delivery.

Materials and components:
•  New Bn Trada grade specification  

30 Minute Fire Doors and frame

•  30 minute fire compartment partitions

•  New Bn Trada grade specification  
60 Minute Fire Doors and frame

•  60 minute fire compartment partitions

•  Removal of existing partition fan light glass 
and replacement of fire rated components

•  Stair core fire rated glazing screens to 
circulation spaces 

•  New fire rated reception entrance door

•  Fire alarm upgrades

•  Introduction of additional Fire door hold open 
devices with interface with the fire alarm

•  Paint finishes to all effected areas

The Challenges
As with all education projects within the six 

weeks summer holiday, key to the project 

was procurement of materials in good time 

to ensure that all components were available 

during the summer shut down.
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West 
London
Colleges
Client
West London 
Colleges

Location
Ealing, Southall  
& Hammersmith

Value
£500k

Time Frame
8 weeks

Contract: 
Design & Build

Case Study

We completed the refurbishment of 

three schools in West London during 

the worldwide pandemic shut down. The 

works at Ealing, Hammersmith & Southall 

Schools consisted of refurbishment of a 

sports hall, entrance lobby, sports changing 

rooms with new ceilings, cubicle systems, 

teaching IT rooms, fire upgrades of ceilings, 

refurbishments of windows, floor finishes  

and new data, power and lighting throughout 

60 rooms across the three schools.

Our Solution
We planned up front design and programme 

meetings with the heads, maintenance teams 

and lead hand for each college. We worked 

on rendering a programme that worked with 

the clients on programme efficiency and 

isolation of key areas. Most schools had the 

ability to isolate wings of the colleges to 

allow for isolations but the works on isolation 

were planned, actions and witnessed as not 

to effect the schools at any time.

Materials and components:
•  New small power and lighting through 

scoped classrooms

•  New gym lighting

•  Strip out and reconfigure of male, female 
and disabled changing and shower rooms

•  Reception upgrade and finishes

•  New heating and covers to various areas

•  Paint finishes throughout the school

•  Floor finishes through out the school

•  DNA design teaching presentation positions 
and projection. These were of a design that 
was the same design through put the school. 
Each point had:

 – Small power 

 – New lighting

 – Containment locations for hidden services

 – Lighting dimming controls

 – AV & IT 

 – Interactive screens 

 – Teacher’s desks and lectern

The Challenges
Each of the schools had an independent 

maintenance team but they were all lead by 

the same overseeing manager for the West 

London colleges department. We realised 

from our tender site walk around that working 

on existing services would become the largest 

challenge of the project. The scope included 

working on all three schools emergency 

systems, domestic water and waste systems 

and small power and lighting. These required 

careful planning on isolations to ensure minimal 

effect on the students within the colleges.
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Winston Way
Primary School
Client
Winston Way –  
United Learning

Location
Ilford

Value
£200k

Time Frame
6 weeks school  
summer holiday  
shut down +  
variation of 3 weeks 
additional works

Contract: 
JCT Small Works

Case Study

Our Solution
Our solution was to undertake site surveys  

of the doors and intrusive investigations to 

areas requiring fire stopping. We populated  

a full due diligence survey on the areas within 

the tender docs and areas needing works 

outside of the contract works. All variations 

were undertaken within the six weeks  

allotted time.

Materials and components:
•  Aluminium roof terrace double doors and 

frames x 2 for new fire route

•  Door closers 

•  Door lippings and seals to existing doors

•  Fire stopping works to circulation areas

•  Form new partitions to new fire strategy 
layout and compartmentation requirements

•  Paint finishes throughout all existing doors 
and architraves

•  Paint finishes to new doors and architraves 

•  Overhaul existing steel external doors with 
new suited cylinders and door furniture

We were successfully appointed by 

Winston Way Primary School to 

undertake the upgrade of the existing fire 

compartmentation, new fire door installation 

and upgrade of existing doors. The project 

was in a very busy part of East London and 

was undertaken in the constricted duration of 

the six weeks annual summer holiday break. 

Our site team worked with both our specialist 

door suppliers, contractors and the school 

incumbent contractors for fire alarm and 

access control to ensure that the project  

was planned and completed on time.

Prior to starting on site, a full survey of 

structural opening of existing doors was 

undertaken to allow for the procurement of 

new 60 minute fire rated doors. A full survey 

of the existing doors that were due to be 

upgraded was also done. This scope was to 

take an existing door and introduce new 

lipping, smoke seals, and door closers.
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The Challenges
To ensure the timely procurement of the doors 

as well as also surveying the actual fire stopping 

requirement outside the tender sum scope.



Lambeth
Academy
Client
Lambeth Academy  
– United Learning

Location
Clapham Common

Value
£250k

Time Frame
6 weeks school  
summer holiday  
shut down +  
variation of 3 weeks 
additional works

Contract: 
JCT Small Works

Case Study

Our Solution
Our solution was to undertake site surveys  

of the doors and intrusive investigations to 

areas requiring fire stopping. We populated  

a full due diligence survey on the areas within 

the tender docs and areas needing works 

outside of the contract works. All variations 

were undertaken within the six weeks  

allotted time.

Materials and components:
•  40 x timber FD 60 corridor doors

•  Door closers and fire alarm interface

•  Upgrade of existing door access control 
system

•  Fire stopping works to circulation areas

•  Form new partitions to new fire strategy 
layout and compartmentation requirements

•  Paint finishes throughout all existing doors 
and architraves

•  Paint finishes to new doors and architraves 

•  Overhaul existing steel external doors with 
new suited cylinders and door furniture

We were successfully appointed by 

Lambeth Academy to undertake the 

upgrade of the existing fire compartmentation 

with new fire door installation to all 

circulation corridors, replace existing riser 

doors with FD 60 compliant doors and 

upgrade all existing doors. The project was 

undertaken in the constricted duration of  

the six weeks annual summer holiday break. 

Our site team worked with both our specialist 

door suppliers, contractors and the school 

incumbent contractors for fire alarm and 

access control to ensure that the project was 

planned and completed on time.

Prior to starting on site, a full survey of 

structural opening of existing doors was 

undertaken to allow for the procurement of 

new 60 minute fire rated doors. A full survey 

of the existing doors that were due to be 

upgraded was also done. This scope was  

to take an existing door and introduce new 

lipping, smoke seals, and door closers.

The Challenges
To ensure the timely procurement of the 

doors as well as also surveying the actual  

fire stopping requirement outside the  

tender sum scope.
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Waltham 
Forest
College

Case Study

We were appointed by the Waltham 

Forest College to complete the 

refurbishment works within the historical 

college building. The works were all in 

occupied areas and the project was under a 

tight time frame. We worked with the college 

to ensure a smooth transition of occupant 

decant, completion of refurbishment through 

to re-occupation. All works were controlled 

and segregated through hygienic hoarding 

and we worked with the in-house maintenance 

team on key isolations of power and fire alarm 

systems. This was to ensure no disruptions  

to the adjoining areas and to allow for a 

continuation of the daily college activities.

Our Solution
We worked with the client on phasing the 

project with logical quantities of WCs and 

areas as not to affect the clients sage during 

the project. All phases were segregated  

with hygienic hoardings to allow for general 

student occupation and minimal disruption  

to the day-to-day running of the college 

during the works. This only attracted  

minimal programme prolongation that 

worked for the client.

We also worked with the client to undertake 

all works associated with the reception out  

of hours and weekends so as not to effect 

the clients college use.

Materials and components:
•  New floor finishes in all classrooms and 

teaching rooms

•  Introduction of new lighting systems

•  Introduction of standard layout teaching 
walls and AV

•  New Dado trunking layout with power  
& Data outlets

•  Paint finishes throughout

•  New lighting system to all class rooms

•  Light refurbishment of WCs x 9

•  Complete overhaul of the reception area

•  Works to corridor including ceilings  
margins and lighting

•  Complete overhaul of the student  
services area

•  New staff kitchen

•  Overhaul of existing windows

•  New WC extraction system

•  Branding installation

The Challenges
The project was initially programmed to  

take on all areas at once. From our prestart 

meeting the client voiced concerns on not 

having specific areas available through 

specific dates and the restriction that they 

would not have in place, as an example,  

a WC to all floors with student occupations.

One key area was the reception upgrade 

works. The client initially wanted to put in 

place a temporary reception to accommodate 

the works. However, with COVID restrictions 

in place this wouldn’t works for the one way 

system and 2m social distancing.
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Client
Waltham College

Location
Waltham Forest

Value
£450k

Time Frame
10 weeks

Contract: 
Design & Build



Mill Hill & Seymour
Schools
Client
Seymour & Mill Hill  
School – United  
Learning

Location
Crawley

Value
£760k

Time Frame
6 weeks school  
summer holiday  
shut down for  
each project

Contract: 
Design & Build

Case Study

Our Solution
Through the process of validation, investigation, 

and surveying, we worked with the structural 

engineer and civil consultant to produce a 

design that worked for the project and within 

the confines of the site boundaries. With up 

front design meeting all the feeds, builders 

works and supplies to the kitchen were 

coordinated with Airdale to ensure minimal 

disruption to the programme.

Materials and components:
•  Removal of asbestos to all affected areas

•  Structural alterations to existing building

•  Roof strengthening 

•  Form roof apertures for extraction and 
supply system

•  New civils drainage design with inspection 
chambers

•  New external grade doors to existing  
fabric walls

•  Block up existing windows and create end 
door openings

•  Installation of DDA gradient ramp

•  Internal alterations to building structures 
and wall layout

•  Demolition of all existing finishes

•  Introduction of new partition layout

•  Installation of new lockable fire rated 
serving hatch

•  New commercial grade kitchen hood 
extractions system

•  New roof lights

•  White rock wall finishes

•  Vinyl floor finishes

•  New hygienic ceilings

•  New surface mounted power 

•  New modular lighting

•  Fire alarm alterations

•  Commercial grade Airdale kitchen and 
extraction hood

We were fortunate to be appointed in 

spring 2022 to undertake the 

replacement, reconfiguration and installation 

of two commercial kitchens for the student’s 

lunches at Mill Hill and Seymour Schools in 

Crawley. Both schools had to have asbestos 

removed in varying quantities prior to the 

works starting. Each school also had to have 

structural alterations, newly dug underground 

services and manholes, adaptations and new 

strengthening to existing roof spaces to 

accommodate new commercial kitchen 

extract plant.

Both projects we undertaken within interface 

with the schools incumbent contractors, 

nominated Airdale kitchen suppliers and our 

domestic supply chain. Each project was 

fitted out with new hygienic wall and floor 

finishes to a commercial standard.

The Challenges
The tender only had a preliminary drainage 

design within it and it was down to us during 

the enabling works to survey, condition 

review with sight of existing invert levels to 

produce a workable design with the existing 

constraints. The kitchen contractor Airdale 

also required a plug and play installation to 

allow to meet the programme.
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Lansdowne
School

Case Study

We undertook the project within the 

grounds of Lansdowne School during 

the six week summer shut down. The scope 

of works was to reconfigure and install a 

completely new kitchen food prep area to  

an existing unused art room. The work 

involved stripping out existing finishes 

throughout and inserting new kitchen and 

food preparation stations within the space 

with minimal disruption and effect on the 

existing surrounding areas.

The Challenges
The existing information on the services 

feeding the areas were minimal and there 

was no specific design brief on finishes  

or components, just what type of work 

stations were required.
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Client
Lansdowne School
– United Learning

Location
Crawley

Value
Undisclosed

Time Frame
6 weeks school  
summer holiday  
shut down for  
each project

Contract: 
Design & Build

Our Solution
We undertook thorough validations and trace 

out of the supplies that fed the existing 

location. This covered what was currently in 

the proposed location and planning routes and 

builders works for the new services ahead of 

the project during the design period. We also 

held up front design meetings on all finishes 

and components for the food prep areas.

Materials and components:
•  Strip out of the existing art room finishes 

•  New services throughout

•  New hygienic flooring

•  New hygienic wall covering

•  Upgraded LED lighting system to the 
existing ceiling

•  New hygienic ceiling tiles

•  Freestanding integrated food prep stations 

•  Cold storage 

•  New doors 

•  New kitchen finishes and work stations



Newstead Wood 
Girls School

Case Study

The Challenges
During the soft strip and demolition we 

discovered some bitumen asbestos when 

removing existing floor finishes that  

was not on the client demolition and 

refurbishment survey.
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Client
Newstead Woods  
Girls School –  
United Learning

Location
Orpington

Value
£200k

Time Frame
6 weeks school  
summer holiday  
shut down for  
each project

Contract: 
JCT minor works

Our Solution
We absorbed the delay through total 

segregation of the floor finish removal and 

maintain original programme duration with 

minor disruption to the programme.

Materials and components:
•  Asbestos removal (Priced removal  

as variations)

•  Strip out of structural walls

•  Strip out of existing heating systems

•  General soft strip demolition through  
to get back to fabric

•  Floor finishes

•  New door installation

•  New skirting

•  Fire alarm adaptations and upgrades

•  New small power in dado trunking

•  New lighting scheme

•  Acoustic baffle ceiling baffles

•  Paint finishes throughout

•  Client FF&E

We undertook a repeat business with 

United Learning to fit-out the 

Newstead Wood Girls School library.



Innovation 
Centre
Client
Queen Mary University  
of London

Location
Whitechapel

Time Frame
18 weeks

Contract
JCT traditional  
with CDP

Finishes included:

• Hunter Douglas ceilings

• New reception desk

• Planet loft glazed partitions

• New floor finishes

• Feature wall graphics

• Cork flooring

• New mechanical layout throughout

• New lighting throughout

• New AV to meeting rooms

•  Future proofing of rooms to have the ability 
to be upgraded to LAB

• Plaster ceiling in reception

• Feature hanging joinery planter

• New kitchenette

• New high level lighting to communal space

The project location was in the QMUL 

Innovation Centre in Whitechapel and  

the scope was to strip out and demolish the 

existing finishes back to CAT A, and then 

refurbish a two floor training area with bright 

new modern finishes and services off the 

landlords supplies.

Case Study
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QMUL
Client
Queen Mary University  
of London

Location
Whitechapel

Value
£3.5m  
(over 3 phases)

Time Frame
50 weeks

We have recently unveiled a Design and 

Build facade works project at QMUL 

Whitechapel. The project cladding uses 5mm 

gauge aluminium panels which are 1000mm 

wide and 4000mm tall. It was designed, 

engineered and manufactured by Baileys UK 

cladding specialist with design coordination 

provided by ourselves.

The panels were hung off steel PFC primary 

framework that was tied back into the 

buildings ring beam at slab levels via pockets 

opened in the existing facade on cantilever 

Box sections. The Cladding rain screen is a 

bespoke design of such size that only a 

handful of manufacturers and anodising 

companies in the UK can accommodate.

The works also consisted of replacement 

glass modules to existing window extrusions, 

a full overhaul of spray paint finishes to all 

spandrel panels and window profiles, and a 

complete refurbishment of existing brickwork 

and staining.

Case Study
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Wellcome
Trust
Client
The Wellcome Trust

Location
Cambridge

Value
£3.8m

Time Frame
50 months

Contract
JCT Design & Build

The Wellcome Trust Genome Campus is 

set in the idyllic grounds of the Hinxton 

Hall estate, south of Cambridge. The Campus 

plays host to scientific research, courses and 

conferences, and a publicly accessible nature 

reserve. The project consisted of the removal 

and reinstatement of glazed curtain walling 

and the complete internal demolition of two 

internal free standing floor structures within 

the area, including all structural elements.

The new space was designed and constructed 

around a shared service that catered for a joint 

use café and seating area. Ability to use The 

rooms also needed the ability to be used as 

an education zone for both the occupants and 

visiting school children and college students.

Case Study
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Our Solution
We repriced the removal and absorbed the 

removal works within the programme through 

restructure of the works. During the demolition 

our supply chain proposed a drill and burst 

method of demolition of the concrete.

Materials and components:
•  New curtain walling

•  Raised access flooring with stone finished 
bonded and sealed to floor pan

•  Free standing structure on two twisted box 
design

•  New high level acoustic ceilings

•  Internal free standing structure had structural 
glass partition openings on both sides 

•  552 individual bespoke acoustic panels with 
479,361 perforations covering the entire  
free construction and balustrades to form  
a DNA molecular 3d pattern

•  Integration of new concealed services

•  New AV teaching rooms

•  New reception

•  New Kitchen and servery installation

•  Glass library lantern

•  New Draught lobby

•  Balcony and glass balustrade

•  New AHU install to the roof section

•  Sliding wall system

•  Fire alarm and security

•  Automated Blinds

•  Perimeter trench heating with access 
through the new raised access flooring

•  New doors

•  Client FF&E

The Challenges
During the removal of the existing structure 

covering, it was discovered that the existing 

structure below was not steel frame but 

reinforced concrete. It was also advised  

that all structural removal could not be 

undertaken through percussive methods  

and the use of pneumatic tooling.



Clive Graham Associates
London Office:
Third Floor, 8-11 St John’s Lane
London EC1M 4BF
T: 020 7831 7900

Stevenage Office:
Unit 17, Bowmans Trading Estate
Bessemer Drive, Stevenage SG1 2DL
T: 01438 720 403

info@clivegraham.com
clivegraham.com


